
Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Diverse Learners

Teachers: Mrs. Mlyniec & Mrs. Sheehan Grade 6 Mar 1-5
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Subject
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
March 22 March 23 March 24 March 25 March 26

Literacy 
Synchronous

Continue reading  Charlotte's 
Web - continue literary terms and 
vocabulary - answer 
comprehension questions

Continue reading  Charlotte's 
Web - continue literary terms and 
vocabulary - answer 
comprehension questions

Continue reading  Charlotte's 
Web - continue literary terms and 
vocabulary - answer 
comprehension questions

Continue reading  Charlotte's 
Web - continue literary terms and 
vocabulary - answer 
comprehension questions

Final test on Charlotte's Web -  
literary terms and vocabulary and 
comprehension questions

Writing responses to Charlotte's 
Web - 4 types of sentences about 
the book.

Writing responses to Charlotte's 
Web - 4 types of sentences about 
the book.

Writing responses to Charlotte's 
Web - 4 types of sentences about 
the book.

Writing responses to Charlotte's 
Web - 4 types of sentences about 
the book.

Writing responses to Charlotte's 
Web - 4 types of sentences about 
the book.

Literacy 
Asynchronous 

Google form on novel and Raz 
kids

Google form on novel and Raz 
kids

Google form on novel and Raz 
kids

Google form on novel and Raz 
kids

Google form on novel and Raz 
kids

Math 
Synchronous

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review quizzes 
from Friday. Begin notes and 
examples on time - reading 
calendars.  

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review quizzes 
from Friday. Continue notes and 
examples on time - reading 
calendars.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review quizzes 
from Friday. Continue notes and 
examples on time - reading 
calendars.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review quizzes 
from Friday. Continue notes and 
examples on time - reading 
calendars.

Mlyniec: Welcome ritual - 
complete warmup on previously 
learned skills. Review quizzes 
from Friday. Continue notes and 
examples on time - reading 
calendars.

Sheehan: 9.1 Exponents

Sheehan: 9.2 Prime 
Factorization/ Student swill be 
able to write the prime 
factorization of a number.

Sheehan: 9.2 Prime 
Factorization/ Student swill be 
able to write the prime 
factorization of a number.

Sheehan: 9.2 Prime 
Factorization/ Student swill be 
able to write the prime 
factorization of a number. Sheehan: Review and Quiz

p. 238-239 Digital Worksheet p 243-244 p. 245-246

Math  
Asynchronous 

google forms google forms google forms google forms google forms
Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games Education.com math games

Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet Digital Worksheet

Social Studies 
Synchronous

Continue unit on Ancient China - 
learn about the geography, 
history, economics, and 
government of Ancient China.

Continue unit on Ancient China - 
learn about the geography, 
history, economics, and 
government of Ancient China.

Continue unit on Ancient China - 
learn about the geography, 
history, economics, and 
government of Ancient China.

Continue unit on Ancient China - 
learn about the geography, 
history, economics, and 
government of Ancient China.

Continue unit on Ancient China - 
learn about the geography, 
history, economics, and 
government of Ancient China.  
Take quiz 3.  

Social Studies  
Asynchronous 

Science

Enrichment Activities  
Synchronous 

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

Remote Learning 
Supports

Turning in Work Office Hours Log In Information

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.


